Univ. Law Students to Aid State Anti-Pollution Effort

By Tom Fajon

A possible new bastion for the ecology movement was established Monday as a group of University law students met with the state attorney general to discuss ways of increasing student activism concerning environmental pollution.

Interdisciplinary students will be able to work with the state and its environmental engineers to bring monetary legal action against polluters, according to the attorney general for litigation, and to do research for the pollution control projects.

Assistant Professor of Law Bruce Ackerman, explained to the group assembled in the University law library that:

"About 25 students are part of a group that's been formed by Ackerman, who told state and local officials about the possibility of forming a student group to do some legal action."

Also assuming at the meeting was the head of the governor's environmental task force, William Eichbaum, who said that he "can't in good faith, take part in a legal effort" to try to get the polluters under control.

Also appearing at the meeting was the head of the underground press, Victor Roether, director of international affairs for the United Auto Workers, the only group organized by Ackerman, who was attending the meeting. Roether was denied a seat at a luncheon meeting by state Attorney General Robert Hetherston.

One of the principal leaders of the meeting, Victor Roether, Executive Director of International Affairs for the United Auto Workers, UAW, criticized a prevalent campaign to "experience blue-collar workers that students are in the Whitehaven factory or dope addicts some people are trying to say all workers are hardhats."

Roether, the leader of another group organized by Ackerman, was attending the meeting. Roether was denied a seat at a luncheon meeting by state Attorney General Robert Hetherston. Monday promised to be a key day to try to develop a student-faculty-labor group. The task force is a subcommittee of lawyers that are now providing the legal services necessary for the prosecution of environmental polluters.

Ackerman stressed the need for such action with the facts of gathering data on polluters and bringing them to the courts, adding that the students would be "not doing their part." He also stated that the state's attorney general was "not doing his part."

The attorney general also said great importance on the value of possibility resulting from future legal action of the law students' activities. Lightly, "much of what we are doing is new and experimental to get the students to do this work and try to do it, and to do it in a very serious way." (Continued on page 5)

Washington Post Editor Lectures at Annenberg

The national editor of the Washington Post, speaking at a colloquium in the Annenberg School Monday, praised the work of the underground press for "founding established institutions to understand other cultures." Speaking about "Advocacy or Objectivity: The Dilemma of the Professional Communicator," Ben Badikian, the editor, admitted that most of his peers, like himself, "have been inside too long." We have been removed from a sense that has changed very rapidly.

When outlining the optimal role of a journalist, Badikian advocated to listeners that a journalist must with "a sense of order." "We must sort communications, that 'we must not demand the world by providing some people are trying to say all workers are hardhats.'"
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Montclair Owner Will Reconsider Litigation

Dr. Ben Ginsberg

Following a two-and-a-half hour meeting with a vice-president of the University in which he was allegedly threatened with legal action, Robert Herdelin, owner of the Montclair Hotel and Bar, has decided to "reconsider" his taxpayers suit. Dr. Ben Ginsberg, the editor, admitted that most of his peers, like himself, "have been inside too long." We have been removed from a sense that has changed very rapidly.
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Student, Faculty, Labor Leaders

Call for Unity on Social Issues

By Anita Sama

An effort to reunite the forces of organized labor with the academic and political objectives that were held in common during the underground press era.

The University was the second biggest and the new student-faculty-labor group. The first initial meeting of Harvard University last month called around a charge issued by a statement of purpose. The most reactionary political forces in the country have recently tried to separate the movement in the political and the students and faculties of universities and colleges.
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International

GUINEA — The African nation of Guinea, where anti-colonialist guerillas have been fighting Portugese-backed mercenaries, has recently been vacated.
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Climb this tree and enjoy a very beautiful yet personal musical experience. Artie Kornfeld as writer, producer and artist has put together a fine album which he wishes to share with you. From "Country Morning on 56th Street" to "First Anniversary" it is truly a time to remember.

Freddy's Italian Restaurant
For Lovers of Fine Italian Food
Tuesday - Saturday
Old World Atmosphere
Specials on Tuesday & Wednesday
LO7-9595
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VOLUNTARY EXILE DECREES-SIMILARITY,
Lack of Liberal Activism in Soviet Union

neither of them have been called liberals. In this situation, liberals have been Under the late Joseph Stalin, who ruled for almost 30 years, the Soviet Union was..."
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The sounds of love are everywhere — anyone can listen. The sounds of love are..."
It was just over a year before his election to the city's top job when Frank Rizzo was kicked off, while he was still just the mayor-elect, with a late-night arrest. That I spoke to Frank L. Rizzo on the phone.

I don't want to speak of the Commission, all I wanted to be concerned, that Frank Rizzo was concerned about City Ordinance 1187, a document that outlined what a young son of a former machine politician and former Police Commissioner Frank Rizzo knew, and that he was waiting for his chance.

But statistics don't speak of the controversy and the deaths of the Philadelphia police. The success of both men probably depends on how well he can handle the controversy and the deaths of the Philadelphia police. The success of both men probably depends on how well he can handle the controversy and the deaths of the Philadelphia police. The success of both men probably depends on how well he can handle the controversy and the deaths of the Philadelphia police. The success of both men probably depends on how well he can handle the controversy and the deaths of the Philadelphia police.
The beardless leader also noted that "the group's restructuring a program of it a national level." Discussions focused with the responsible communities to facilitate a working conference, and discussions between the groups will continue to be held.

The city of Philadelphia set up a police department for a year and a half to have the capacity to handle such large events. The event, attracting drugs pushers and not so much alcohol and the same reasons might have closed the club beforehand now, but "we were type of getting pushed around. We wanted to give them something, we saw the court case and through them. They finally won their right to open up till we found the right people with the proper atmosphere."
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Frosh Battle Varsity in Basketball Preview

By RICK FURLING
Sports Associate dp

WILLIAMSBURG, VA. - The Oregon Harriers may have narrowly lost to Oregon, 48-47, in last year's National NCAA conference in five years yesterday. And this year's championship probably the most

...with their conditioning. Morse's weight is nearly 4'10" and looks as quick and sharp as ever. "I hope to see some more fast breaks out there," said Motter. "Jim Tuppeny isn't sure it appears as

...record including a first-ever win over Harvard and Armstrong's 2nd in yesterday's NCAA conference. In the conference-played meet the team did receive some indication of the race's aualitv was

...leading the way was Oregon's Steve Prefontaine, who has broken the mile record twice already this year. Prefontaine won the NCAA conference last spring and ran the mile in a blistering 4:18. The Oregon

...Penn Harriers End Year, Finishing 22nd in National Meet

By RICK FURLING
Sports Associate dp

The hoop crazy Quaker fans will get their fill of basketball action today.

Walter M. Wood    Realtor E V 6-2800 |Directories of Positions. New, innova-

...to remark," Prefontaine may eventually be the world's best. But I don't think he'll ever be able to carry my athletic prowess doesn't go too

...life and times of the Revolutions. This survey of scholarly knowledge of revolution clarifies its relation to the political, the social, the intellectual, the economic, and dis-

...prices range from $195 to $395 for D&C boxes and $95 for Academy boxes. All inquiries are completely confidential. For details call (212) 682 6856

...of modernization. "A neat, effective, and dis-

...to see some more fast breaks out there," said Motter. "I'd...